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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DISTRIBUTING DIGITAL MEDIA CONTENT

Technical Field

[0001] This application relates to distributing digital media content subject to

digital rights management protections.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0002] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system for distributing digital media

content from content providers to customers.

[0003] FIG. 2 illustrates digital product entries in a master digital catalog system.

[0004] FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a method of adding or updating products in the

master digital catalog system.

[0005] FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method of processing an order for a digital

product.

[0006] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a system for distributing digital media

content that includes a payment processor.

[0007] FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method of processing an order for a digital

product with a payment processor.

[0008] FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a method of voiding a purchase of a digital

product.

[0009] FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a method of looking up an authorization code for

an already purchased digital product.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments

[0010] A retailer or other point-of-transaction (POT) provider for digital media

content often acquires that content from numerous content providers. Similarly, a

single content provider may sell its digital media content to numerous POT systems.

Moreover, content providers may use different Digital Rights Management (DRM)

systems to protect their digital media content. As a result, each entity must make its

systems interoperable with a large number of disparate systems. The present

disclosure describes a distribution system that allows each content provider to use

its own DRM protection on its digital media content while reducing the number of

systems with which content providers and POT systems must interact.

[001 1] As used herein, digital media content may include any media item that is

offered for sale as a digital product, such as books, textbooks, images, audio (music

or books on tape), videos, and software. Different encodings or different editions of



a media item may be considered different digital products. In some instances, a

digital product may be multiple media items bundled into a single resale package

such as a book and a video, two videos, or software and a book.

[0012] A content provider may be any entity that sells digital media content. In

some instances, the content provider will be the content owner and will have control

of the rights to the content. In other cases, the content provider will be a distributor

that has purchased a number of licenses to the digital media content. A distributor

may also only have the right to sell an encrypted or DRM-protected digital product,

which must then be activated by the content provider.

[0013] A POT system is broadly defined to include traditional physical point-of-

sale systems, an Internet virtual store, a software store installed on a computer

system such as an "App," or any other system whose goal is to convey access rights

to digital media content. A single POT system may have multiple interfaces for

transacting with customers, such as a virtual and a physical store. Alternatively, a

single retailer may have multiple POT systems, such as one POT as a virtual store

and another POT as a physical store.

[0014] The described features, structures, or characteristics may be combined in

any suitable manner in one or more embodiments. Those skilled in the art will

recognize that the invention can be practiced without one or more of the specific

details, or with other methods, components, materials, etc. In other instances, well-

known structures, materials, or operations are not shown in detail to avoid obscuring

aspects of the invention.

[0015] Furthermore, the described features, operations, or characteristics may be

combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments. It will also be readily

understood that the order of the steps or actions of the methods described in

connection with the embodiments disclosed may be changed as would be apparent

to those skilled in the art. Thus, any order in the drawing or Detailed Description is

for illustrative purposes only and is not meant to imply a required order, unless

specified to require an order.

[0016] Embodiments may include various steps, which may be embodied in

machine-executable instructions to be executed by a computer system. A computer

system comprises one or more general-purpose or special-purpose computers (or

other electronic devices). Alternatively, the computer system may comprise



hardware components that include specific logic for performing the steps or comprise

a combination of hardware, software, and/or firmware.

[0017] Embodiments may also be provided as a computer program product,

including a machine-readable storage medium having stored thereon instructions

that may be used to program a computer (or other electronic device) to perform

processes described herein. The machine-readable storage medium may include,

but is not limited to, hard drives, floppy diskettes, optical disks, CD-ROMs, DVD-

ROMs, ROMs, RAMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, solid-state

memory devices, or other types of media/machine-readable medium suitable for

storing electronic instructions.

[0018] Suitable networks for configuration and/or use as described herein include

one or more local area networks, wide area networks, metropolitan area networks,

and/or "Internet" or IP networks, such as the World Wide Web, a private Internet, a

secure Internet, a value-added network, a virtual private network, an extranet, an

intranet, or even standalone machines which communicate with other machines by

the physical transport of media (a so-called "sneakernet"). In particular, a suitable

network may be formed from parts or entireties of two or more other networks,

including networks using disparate hardware and network communication

technologies.

[0019] One suitable network includes a server and several clients; other suitable

networks may contain other combinations of servers, clients, and/or peer-to-peer

nodes, and a given computer system may function both as a client and as a server.

Each network includes at least two computer systems, such as the server and/or

clients. A computer system may comprise a workstation, laptop computer,

disconnectable mobile computer, server, mainframe, cluster, so-called "network

computer" or "thin client," tablet, smart phone, personal digital assistant or other

hand-held computing device, "smart" consumer electronics device or appliance, or a

combination thereof.

[0020] The network may include communications or networking software, such as

the software available from Novell, Microsoft, Artisoft, and other vendors, and may

operate using TCP/IP, SPX, IPX and other protocols over twisted pair, coaxial, or

optical fiber cables, telephone lines, satellites, microwave relays, modulated AC

power lines, physical media transfer, and/or other data transmission "wires" known to



those of skill in the art. The network may encompass smaller networks and/or be

connectable to other networks through a gateway or similar mechanism.

[0021] Each computer system includes at least a processor and a memory;

computer systems may also include various input devices and/or output devices. The

processor may include a general purpose device, such as an Intel®, AMD®, or other

"off-the-shelf microprocessor. The processor may include a special purpose

processing device, such as ASIC, PAL, PLA, PLD, Field Programmable Gate Array

(FPGA), or other customized or programmable device. The memory may include

static RAM, dynamic RAM, flash memory, ROM, CD-ROM, disk, tape, or magnetic,

optical, or other computer storage medium. The input device(s) may include a

keyboard, mouse, touch screen, light pen, tablet, microphone, sensor, or other

hardware with accompanying firmware and/or software. The output device(s) may

include a monitor or other display, printer, speech or text synthesizer, switch, signal

line, or other hardware with accompanying firmware and/or software.

[0022] The computer systems may be capable of using a floppy drive, a tape

drive, an optical drive, a magneto-optical drive, or other means to read a storage

medium. A suitable storage medium includes a magnetic, an optical, or other

computer-readable storage device having a specific physical configuration. Suitable

storage devices include floppy disks, hard disks, tape, CD-ROMs, DVDs, PROMs,

RAM, flash memory, and other computer system storage devices. The physical

configuration represents data and instructions which cause the computer system to

operate in a specific and predefined manner as described herein.

[0023] Suitable software to assist in implementing the invention is readily

provided by those of skill in the pertinent art(s) using the teachings presented here

and programming languages and tools, such as Java, Pascal, C++, C, database

languages, APIs, SDKs, assembly, firmware, microcode, and/or other languages and

tools. Suitable signal formats may be embodied in analog or digital form, with or

without error detection and/or correction bits, packet headers, network addresses in

a specific format, and/or other supporting data readily provided by those of skill in the

pertinent art(s). Messages may be appropriately formatted using XML, SOAP,

and/or WSDL.

[0024] Several aspects of the embodiments described will be illustrated as

software modules or components. As used herein, a software module or component

may include any type of computer instruction or computer-executable code located



within a memory device. A software module may, for instance, comprise one or

more physical or logical blocks of computer instructions, which may be organized as

a routine, a program, an object, a component, a data structure, etc., that performs

one or more tasks or implements particular abstract data types.

[0025] In certain embodiments, a particular software module may comprise

disparate instructions stored in different locations of a memory device, different

memory devices, or different computers, which together implement the described

functionality of the module. Indeed, a module may comprise a single instruction or

many instructions, and may be distributed over several different code segments,

among different programs, and across several memory devices. Some

embodiments may be practiced in a distributed computing environment where tasks

are performed by a remote processing device linked through a communications

network. In a distributed computing environment, software modules may be located

in local and/or remote memory storage devices. In addition, data being tied or

rendered together in a database record may be resident in the same memory device,

or across several memory devices, and may be linked together in fields of a record in

a database across a network.

[0026] Much of the infrastructure that can be used according to the present

invention is already available, such as general purpose computers; computer

programming tools and techniques; computer networks and networking technologies;

digital storage media; authentication; access control; and other security tools and

techniques provided by public keys, encryption, firewalls, and/or other means.

[0027] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system 100 for selling digital media content

from one or more content providers 120 to one or more POT systems 130 for resale

to customers 140. In one embodiment, the digital activation hub 110 comprises a

master digital catalog 112 and a digital activation broker 114. In some embodiments,

the digital activation hub 110 may also comprise a POT system 136 for direct sale to

customers. As discussed in more detail below, the master digital catalog 112

maintains an updateable listing of products that are offered for sale by the digital

activation hub 110 . The digital activation broker 114 fulfills orders for products by

POT systems 130. A customer 144 may be connected to a POT system 134 through

the Internet, and POT system 134 can be connected to the digital activation hub 110

through the Internet 170. Those skilled in the art will recognize other ways that POT



systems 130 may communicate with their customers 140 and the digital activation

hub 110 .

[0028] Authorization code providers 150 and fulfillment providers 160 are used to

control access to the digital media content in accordance with a DRM scheme. In

one embodiment, a provider 126 is both a content provider 120 and an authorization

code provider 150. Similarly, another provider 122 may be both a content provider

120 and a fulfillment provider 160. Many other permutations are possible. A content

provider 124 may be separate from an authorization code provider 154 and a

fulfillment provider 164. These providers may be separate interfaces to a single

server or system, separate servers or systems of a single entity, or separate entities.

Master Digital Catalog

[0029] The master digital catalog 112 stores a complete listing 200 of all digital

media content that is offered for sale by the digital activation hub 110 as illustrated

by FIG. 2 . Several exemplary digital products including a book 210, an audio book

230, and a movie 250 are shown as being listed in the master digital catalog 112 .

The master digital catalog 112 stores as metadata all attributes required to

accurately present the digital product to the customer; to accurately account for the

digital product transaction; and to activate the product and direct the customer to the

digital fulfillment location. Metadata for a book 2 10 may include a unique ID 2 11, the

title 212, the author's last name 2 13, the publisher 2 14, an image of the cover 2 15, a

price 2 16, a content provider 122, an activation URL 2 17, a fulfillment URL 218, a

computer limit 2 19, and encrypted data 220.

[0030] The unique ID 2 11 is different for every digital product in the master digital

catalog 112 and allows for quick identification of digital products by the system. The

title 212, author's last name 2 13, publisher 214, and image of the cover 2 15 can be

conveyed to a POT system 130 to allow the POT system 130 and its customers 140

to identify which digital product is being sold. For brevity, other possible identifying

fields known to those of skill in the art have been omitted from the figures.

Identifying information that could be used in some embodiments as additional fields

includes author's first name, preview images, 10 digit ISBN, 13 digit ISBN, copyright

year, edition, edition type, and BISAC code. In another embodiment, the title 212

field might be simplified by having additional fields for the volume or chapter

contained in that digital product. One field might specify the type of book divisions,



such as "volume," "part," or "chapter," and the second field would then contain the

letter or number for the particular division contained within that digital product.

[0031] The price 2 16 is conveyed to the POT system 130 to let it know how much

the digital product costs to purchase. The price 2 16 can be the net price to the POT

system 130 including any discounts and rebates, the list price without discounts and

rebates, or the suggested resale price. In some embodiments, the master digital

catalog 112 may have multiple price fields containing each of these prices. Other

embodiments may have an indicator field specifying whether a price is list or net.

The master digital catalog 112 may store additional information about the terms of

the sale such as the currency for the price, whether the item is refundable, a

percentage discount, a UPC, a sale end date when the item can no longer be sold,

or an expiration date when the item will no longer be downloadable or usable.

[0032] The computer limit 2 19 specifies the number of computers on which the

digital product can be used with a single purchase. In other embodiments, additional

fields can be included that contain information about usage rights and consumption

information. Consumption information may include product type (i.e., online or

downloadable file), file format, or system requirements. In addition to the computer

limit 2 19, other fields containing information on usage rights may include a print limit

for the number of times the document may be printed, a copy/paste restriction field

specifying any restrictions on the ability to copy and paste text, and the number of

days until expiration, which specifies the length of time after download that the digital

content may be accessed.

[0033] Various other fields including an activation URL 2 17, a fulfillment URL 2 18,

and encrypted content data 220 are described in greater detail hereafter. In some

embodiments, the activation URL 2 17 and the fulfillment URL 218 will not be fields

associated with the digital product and a separate list will contain the activation URL

and fulfillment URL for each content provider 120. Each content provider 120 could

also be associated with a content provider code, which may be a unique

alphanumeric code assigned to that particular content provider 120. This could be

used to map digital products to the corresponding content provider 120.

Alternatively, the master digital catalog 112 may contain a list of default values

associated with a content provider 120 for each field that is not digital-product

specific. If a field for a given digital product is left blank, the master digital catalog

112 can retrieve the value from the default list.



[0034] For a movie 250, author 2 13 and publisher 214 fields may instead be

populated by a director 253 and/or a studio 254. The encrypted content data 220

field may be empty when the master digital catalog 112 does not contain encrypted

content data for the movie 250. Some fields may be required, while others may be

optional. In some embodiments, the content provider may be required to provide a

list of default values for certain fields, but the field will be optional for individual digital

products. In other embodiments, the default values will be optional, but the fields for

individual digital products will be required if the default value is not specified. Some

fields may be entirely optional, and the master digital catalog 112 will return a null

response if those fields are empty when queried.

[0035] As will be recognized by those of skill in the art, many different data

structures may be used to store digital products. Instead of overloading fields, such

as the author 2 13 / director 253 field, each entry for a digital product may include

both an author and a director field and only use the field appropriate for the particular

type of digital media. In other embodiments, a unique list may be used for each type

of digital media and the list will only have those fields that are appropriate for that

type of digital media. A person of skill in the art will recognize fields that are

appropriate for media other than books.

[0036] FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a method 300 of automatically loading digital

product data into the master digital catalog 112 . The method begins when it

receives 302 product data for a digital product from a content provider 120. In some

embodiments, the product data is uploaded as a file to a server such as an FTP

server by a content provider 120 or a user with appropriate privileges. As a result,

the master digital catalog 112 receives the product data when it recognizes a new or

an updated file has been uploaded. The file may contain product data for multiple

digital products, or the product data for a single digital product may be spread across

several files. In other embodiments, the product data may be received as a request

from a content provider 120 over a computer network. Alternatively, the product data

may be received in response to the polling of content providers 120 by the master

digital catalog 112 at regular time intervals. A single embodiment may have different

methods of receiving product data from different content providers 120.

[0037] The method then determines 304 if the digital product data is an update for

an existing digital product, or if this is the first time the digital product has been

loaded. The product data may contain an indication that the digital product is new. If



the content provider knows the unique ID for a digital product, the master digital

catalog 112 may use receipt of the unique ID as an indicator that the digital product

already exists in the catalog. Other indicators include the ISBN. Otherwise, the

master digital catalog 112 may compare metadata fields from the product data

received with the metadata stored in the master digital catalog 112 to determine if

the digital product is new.

[0038] If the digital product is being loaded for the first time, the master digital

catalog 112 assigns 306 a unique ID to the digital product. The unique ID may be

randomly or sequentially generated by the master digital catalog 112, or it may be a

unique attribute, such as the ISBN, or a hash of immutable fields. One of skill in the

art will recognize that many different methods may be used for assigning the unique

ID.

[0039] If the digital product data has been loaded before, the master digital

catalog 112 compares the newly received product data to the previous product data

to determine 308 if any changes were made. If no changes have been made, the

method ends 3 16 . This conserves resources by not unnecessarily updating 3 10 and

propagating 314 product data that has not changed. If changes have been made,

the method proceeds to step 3 10 .

[0040] At step 3 10, the master digital catalog 112 updates the product data. In

some embodiments, this may comprise moving or copying the old product data to an

archive. This may be done by archiving the file(s) containing the product data or by

archiving the data structures storing the product data. The new product data is then

copied to a listing 200. In some embodiments, the listing 200 is simply a storage

area containing product data files. In other embodiments, the product data is copied

from the product data files into one or more data structures containing the listing 200.

Some embodiments do not archive the previous file or product data and overwrite

the previous version with the new version.

[0041] Next, the master digital catalog 112 must determine 3 12 which systems

should receive the updates. In some embodiments, the master digital catalog 112

propagates updates to the digital activation broker 114. In other embodiments, the

master digital catalog 112 does not propagate updates to the digital activation broker

114. In still other embodiments, the master digital catalog 112 will only propagate

updates to the digital activation broker 114 if there were changes to certain fields

such as the activation URL or fulfillment URL.



[0042] Only some of the POT systems 130 may be eligible or interested in

receiving updates. The master digital catalog 112 may have a list of POT systems

130 that have subscribed to updates of the digital product in question. Similarly, the

content provider 120 for the digital product may have specified which POT systems

130 are eligible to receive and which are prohibited from receiving an update. An

update will only be propagated to a POT system 130 if it is both subscribed and

eligible for the digital product. In other embodiments, the update may be propagated

when a POT system 130 is either subscribed or eligible, such as if a content provider

is seeking to promote a new product. Similarly, POT systems 130 may be deemed

to be subscribed to all products and the POT systems 130 then differentiate between

updates that are desired and not desired. A single update may involve multiple

digital products. For embodiments only propagating some products to some POT

systems 130, each product should be checked to determine which POT systems 130

should receive updates for which digital products.

[0043] The master digital catalog 112 then propagates 314 the updated product

data to the appropriate systems. This may be performed in a variety of ways. For

example the master digital catalog 112 may send updates at regular time intervals.

The master digital catalog 112 may propagate a request as soon as it receives an

update. The systems may poll the master digital catalog 112 for updates according

to their own timeframes. A single embodiment may propagate the product data in

different ways to different systems. In some embodiments, the content provider 120

may specify a time limit by which propagation must occur. When large numbers of

products have been updated, the master digital catalog or the receiving system may

limit the number of products that are updated at one time to prevent the propagation

from timing out.

[0044] The master digital catalog 112 may propagate fewer than all data fields to

the receiving systems. In some embodiments, the digital activation broker 114 only

receives the unique ID, activation URL, and fulfillment URL. The POT systems 130

may receive all fields other than the activation URL and fulfillment URL. A content

provider 120 may specify as part of its eligibility criteria that certain fields, such as

the discount field, should only propagate to some POT systems 130. Other

combinations of fields are possible. Once all the appropriate data has been

propagated to the appropriate systems, the method ends 3 16 .

Activation by the Digital Activation Broker



[0045] A POT system 130 may prepare a virtual or tangible catalog based on the

product data that has been propagated to it. It can then present this catalog to

customers 140, so that they may order a digital product. The customer 140 selects a

product and compensates the POT system 130 for the product. The POT system

130 then transmits an order for the digital product to the digital activation broker 114.

The order includes the unique ID for the digital product and the POT location.

[0046] FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method 400 used by the digital activation broker

114 to process an order for a digital product from a POT system 130. The digital

activation broker 114 receives 402 an order from a POT system 130 with the unique

ID and a POT location. In some embodiments, instead of the unique ID, an ISBN, a

UPC, or other identifier may be used or more than one identifier may be used. The

POT location can be an ID number associated with a particular POT system 130,

such as a store number. It may also be a physical or web address for the POT

system. The digital activation broker 114 may be configured to accept different

identifiers and POT location formats for different POT systems 130. In some

embodiments, the POT location is inherent in the request format, like an IP address

for an IP packet, and the digital activation broker 114 can automatically use this

address as the POT location.

[0047] The digital activation broker 114 may also have additional required or

optional fields. For example, the digital activation broker 114 may require that login

information, such as a user name and password, be submitted with an order.

Alternatively, a username and password may be required from a POT system 130

before the digital activation broker 114 will accept any orders from that POT system

130. The digital activation broker 114 may require a user name and password for

only some transactions. The digital activation broker 114 may determine whether

login information is required based on which content provider 120 is offering the

digital product ordered or which POT system 130 is placing the order. In some

embodiments, finer granularity may be provided and the decision to require a

password may be made on a product-by-product basis.

[0048] In some embodiments, the POT system 130 may submit a POT

transaction ID or application information. The POT transaction ID is a unique

number that identifies the particular order that was placed. The POT transaction ID

may only need to be unique for a given POT location. The digital activation broker

114 can then uniquely identify each transaction by referencing the POT location and



the POT transaction ID. In other embodiments, the POT system 130 does not

submit a POT transaction ID and a digital activation broker transaction ID is instead

generated by the digital activation broker 114. The POT system 130 may include

information on what kind of application is submitting the request. The digital

activation broker 114 may need this application information to appropriately decode

the request. In other embodiments, the digital activation broker 114 may

automatically determine the format of the request and appropriately decode it or use

the POT location to determine how the message should be decoded.

[0049] The digital activation broker 114 then loads 404 product data based on the

identifier. The digital activation broker 114 may load the product data by submitting

a request to the master digital catalog 112 . In other embodiments, the digital

activation broker 114 has the necessary product data saved in its own memory. The

product data may include an activation URL and a fulfillment URL for the digital

product. In some embodiments, an address other than a URL will be used to specify

the activation location or the fulfillment location. The product data may also include

the content provider, the content provider code, UPC, the sale end date, and the

expiration date. Those of skill in the art will recognize other data fields that may be

desirable to load. If loading product data fails, the digital activation broker 114

moves to step 414.

[0050] If the product data was loaded successfully, the digital activation broker

114 then verifies 406 that the transaction should be performed. For example, the

digital activation broker 114 may deny a transaction if it determines that the current

date is later than the sale end date or the expiration date. Alternatively, the digital

activation broker 114 may verify whether the POT system 130 is delinquent on past

payments for digital products or if a contemporaneous payment has been authorized

or rejected. If payment has not been or is unlikely to be received, the digital

activation broker 114 may deny the transaction.

[0051] The information submitted by the POT system 130 with the request may

also lead the digital activation broker 114 to deny the request. The POT system 130

may have submitted an incorrect username and password, the POT location

information or POT transaction ID may be invalid, the request may be duplicitous, or

the POT system 130 may not have the right to order the product. If any of the

information is not valid, the request may be denied. In some embodiments, the

information submitted by the POT system 130 may be verified before step 404. The



digital activation broker 114 proceeds to step 414 if the transaction is denied.

Otherwise, it proceeds to step 408 to request an authorization code.

[0052] The digital activation broker 114 uses the activation URL to submit a

request 408 for an authorization code to an authorization code provider 150. In

some embodiments, the digital activation broker 114 may request an authorization

credential other than an authorization code, such as a file, key, or different

credential. The authorization code provider 150 may be the content provider 120 or

an entity other than the content provider 120. This entity may be an agent of the

content provider 120. Alternatively, when the content provider 120 is a distributor,

this entity may be the content owner or someone higher in the distribution chain.

The digital activation broker 114 submits the request for an authorization code with

sufficient information for the authorization code provider 150 to process the request.

In some embodiments, the digital activation broker 114 submits only the unique ID.

In other embodiments, a different identifier, such as the UPC or ISBN, is used to

identify the digital content.

[0053] The digital activation broker 114 may also send application or user

information in the request, allowing the authorization code provider 150 to know how

to decode the request. The authorization code provider 150 may require a user

name and password to access the system. The user name and password could be

used as user information by the authorization code provider 150 in some

embodiments. The digital activation broker 114 may send different application and

user information to different authorization code providers 150 based on the

requirements of that authorization code provider 150.

[0054] Some authorization code providers 150 may wish to receive a copy of the

POT location and POT transaction ID that were submitted to the digital activation

broker 114 by the POT system 130 making the order. This information can be used

to track sales information for marketing purposes, or it could also be kept to reconcile

sales for billing purposes. The digital activation broker 114 may determine whether

to submit this information based on the authorization code provider 150 receiving the

order or the product being ordered.

[0055] In many cases, the request submitted by the POT system 130 to the digital

activation broker 114 will be similar or identical to the request submitted by the digital

activation broker 114 to the authorization code provider 150. However, the digital

activation broker 114 may be required to convert the format of the request or map an



identification number used by one system to a corresponding identification number

used by a different system (e.g., a UPC to an ISBN). This permits a POT system

130 to place an order from a content provider 120 using a system that may not be

compatible with that content provider 120 or the corresponding authorization code

provider 150. Similarly, the POT system 130 can be insulated by changes or

upgrades to the content provider 120 or authorization code providers 150. This

allows a POT system 130 to offer content from many content providers 120 without

significant overhead.

[0056] Once the authorization code provider 150 receives a request from the

digital activation broker 114, it then processes 4 10 that request. As part of this

processing, some authorization code providers 150 may assign a provider

transaction ID to the request that uniquely identifies the transaction for the

authorization code provider 150. In some embodiments, the digital activation broker

114 may require the authorization code provider 150 to generate a provider

transaction ID. The authorization code provider 150 may then verify that the

username and password are correct; that the unique ID, POT location, POT

transaction ID, and application information are all valid; and that the POT system and

digital activation broker 114 are authorized to make the purchase. If no problems

are found, the authorization code provider 150 produces an authorization code.

[0057] The authorization code can be produced by the authorization code

provider 150 in many different ways. Some authorization code providers 150 may

buy large blocks of authorization codes from the content owner. As the authorization

code provider 150 distributes these authorization codes, it may keep a list of which

authorization codes have been used and which have not been used. The

authorization code provider 150 would then produce an authorization code by

selecting the next unused authorization code from the list. Other authorization code

providers 150 may own the content or have permission to generate their own

authorization codes 150. These authorization code providers 150 may generate

authorization codes using a known or proprietary formula or using a random number

generator.

[0058] The digital activation broker 114 then receives 4 12 a response from the

authorization code provider 150. The response may contain different fields if the

request was successful versus if it failed. In some embodiments, all responses may

have the same fields with one of the fields indicating whether the request was



successful. The response may be an object with variables for each possible field of

the response. The responses may have fields identifying the transaction such as the

provider transaction ID, the POT transaction ID, the POT location, and the unique ID

or another product identifier. In cases where the request was successful, the

response contains the authorization code produced by the authorization code

provider 150. The response may also contain the fulfillment URL.

[0059] If the request was not successful, the response may contain failure

information. This failure information may include the failure type, a failure code, and

a written description of the failure. A different failure code may be assigned to each

request field that may be found invalid. A single failure code may also be assigned

to multiple fields, such as if the username or the password is invalid. One or more

failure codes may also apply to internal errors, such as if an attempt to validate an

input field or produce an authorization code failed. The written description contains a

human-readable description of the problem. Each failure code may have a single

written description, or more or less than one written description per failure code,

assigned to it. The written description may also be dynamically populated with data

from the error. The digital activation broker 114 may receive different response

formats from different authorization code providers 150.

[0060] Next, the digital activation broker 114 returns 414 an appropriate response

to the POT system 130. This response will also indicate whether the transaction was

successful. In some cases, the response will indicate a failure because of a problem

detected by the digital activation broker 114. In other cases, a failure will be

indicated based on the response received from the authorization code provider 150.

The digital activation broker 114 may return the response in a format preferred by

the POT system 130. The POT system 130 may have different message formats for

responses indicating success and responses indicating failure, or it may use the

same format for either type of response and leave unused fields empty. If a single

format is used, the response may include a field indicating whether the transaction

was successful.

[0061] The response may have fields with transaction identifying information

including the POT location, the POT transaction ID, and the unique ID or other

identifier used by the POT system 130 to identify the product. In some

embodiments, the provider transaction ID may be returned to the POT system 130.

For successful transactions, the response may include the authorization code, the



fulfillment URL, and/or the encrypted content data. In some embodiments, the

encrypted content data is sent to the POT system 130 by the master digital catalog

112 and does not need to be resent. The response for a successful transaction may

then contain only the authorization code or fulfillment URL. For digital products that

do not include encrypted content data in the master digital catalog 112, the customer

140 may need to use the authorization code to access or download the digital media

item from the fulfillment provider 160. For some POT systems 130, the response

may include standard instructions on acquiring the digital product, which may be

determined based on the content provider 120 or product in question. For other POT

systems 130, the response may include an instruction code that the POT system 130

can use to look up standard instructions.

[0062] If, for any reason, the transaction was not successful, the digital activation

broker 114 may return failure information. The failure information may include a

failure type, failure code, and failure description. The failure code may be any of the

codes received by the digital activation broker 114 from the authorization code

provider 150. In some embodiments, the failure codes may indicate whether the

digital activation broker 114 or the authorization code provider 150 rejected the

transaction. In other embodiments, the digital activation broker 114 may hide the

authorization code provider 150 from the POT system 130 and use the digital

activation broker's 114 own failure codes.

[0063] The digital activation broker 114 may then save 4 16 the messages or their

fields to a transaction history log. The saved information may include the date and

time; transaction identifying information, such as POT location, POT transaction ID,

provider transaction ID, and unique ID; the authorization code and fulfillment URL for

successes; and the failure type, failure code, and failure description for failures. If

different failure codes were used by the digital activation broker 114 and

authorization code provider 150, the transaction history may save one or both codes.

In some embodiments, the authorization code may not be saved when the content

provider 120 or authorization code provider 150 does not allow it. The transaction

history allows the digital activation broker 114 to perform other functions on the

transaction, such as a void, a refund for unused codes, or an authorization code

lookup. The transaction history can also be used for billing purposes to reconcile

sales with POT systems 130, content providers 120, and authorization code

providers 150.



[0064] The POT system 130 provides 4 18 the customer 140 with the fulfillment

information necessary to receive the digital product. This may be the encrypted

content data, the activation code, and/or the fulfillment URL. The POT system 130

may perform this step in many different ways for virtual POT systems 130, including

emailing the fulfillment information, popping up a website with the fulfillment

information, or redirecting the customer directly to the fulfillment URL. For no n

virtual POT systems 130, the authorization code and fulfillment URL may be printed

on a receipt. Those skilled in the art will recognize many other ways to convey the

fulfillment information to the customer.

[0065] The POT system 130 may also save 420 the transaction history into the

POT system's 130 own transaction history log. In addition to the information saved

by the digital activation broker 114, the POT system 130 may wish to save customer

information such as name, contact information, and payment or credit card

information. The POT system 130 may also determine whether to save the

authorization code in its transaction history based on whether this is permitted by the

content provider 120 and/or authorization code provider 150.

[0066] The customer 140 then receives 422 and consumes the digital product.

The digital activation broker 114 may provide the customer with digital products

under a variety of DRM schemes set by a content manager, such as the content

owner, content provider 120, and/or authorization code provider 150. In some

embodiments, the digital product is only accessible online from a fulfillment provider

160 and the authorization code must be entered for each use. Some fulfillment

providers 160 may associate the authorization code with the customer's 140 login

information during an initial setup, so the customer 140 may use the digital product

by logging into the fulfillment provider's website without again providing the

authorization code. Other content managers may allow the customer 140 to keep a

copy of the digital product either downloaded from the fulfillment provider 160 or

received as encrypted content data from a POT system 130. The authorization code

may be needed to download the digital product or decrypt the encrypted content

data. Some content managers may allow the customer 140 to receive encrypted

content data from the POT system but then require the customer 140 to use the

authorization code and fulfillment location to register the content and associate it with

a particular computer or computer system as part of the decryption process.



[0067] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a system 500 where the POT system 130

uses a payment processor 580 to process the payment transaction. The payment

processor 580 may validate credit card, check, electronic check, ACH, PayPal, or

other payment service information to confirm that the POT system 130 will receive

the payment being proffered by the customer 140. The payment processor 580

interacts with a processing company 590 to validate the payment. The payment

processor 580 can be configured to perform some or all of the steps of ordering a

product from the digital activation broker 114. This may make it even simpler for

POT systems 130 to interact with the digital activation broker 114. In some

embodiments, the payment processor 580 may provide a register and/or a credit

card terminal that will interact with the payment processor's 580 systems and convey

all information necessary for the payment processor 580 to place an order. In other

embodiments, a virtual POT system 130 may link to the website of the payment

processor 580 or embed an object from payment processor 580 in the customer

website provided by the POT system 130. Alternatively, the POT system 130 may

transmit any necessary information to the payment processor using the POT

system's 130 own hardware or software.

[0068] FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method 600 of processing a transaction by a

payment processor 580. In one embodiment, the POT system 130 scans a barcode

presented by the customer 140, and the register automatically loads 602 product

information. The bar code may be on a piece of paper or cardboard with a picture or

description of the digital product. For some content providers 120, the bar code may

be on a package for a storage medium containing the encrypted content data for the

digital product, such as a CD or DVD. For virtual stores, the customer 140 may

select the product using any method known in the art, such as clicking on the picture

or description of the product.

[0069] The customer 140 then provides payment information to the POT

system 130, which is automatically or manually loaded 604 into the register. For

example, the customer 140 could swipe his or her credit card with the credit card

terminal, which then transfers the information to the register. In other embodiments,

the register could convey the product information to the credit card terminal, and the

credit card terminal could perform the further steps needed of the POT system 130.

Alternatively, both the register and credit card terminal could use a single back-end

system that stores the information.



[0070] The register then transmits 606 the transaction information to the payment

processor 580. The transaction information may include the bar code and credit

card information. The bar code could also be translated into other identifying

information, and information for a payment other than a credit card could be sent to

the payment processor 580. In some embodiments, a POT location and POT

transaction ID could be sent to the payment processor 580. In other embodiments,

the POT location and POT transaction ID are inherently transmitted or created as

part of the payment processing request.

[0071] The payment processor 580 then receives 608 the transaction information

and begins processing the information. As part of this initial processing, the payment

processor 580 may determine whether the transaction information is valid. This may

include determining whether the credit card number has the correct number of digits

or that any other fields are not within acceptable ranges. If the information is invalid,

the payment processor 580 may jump immediately to step 6 16 . In other

embodiments, the register may ensure that transaction information is valid before

transmitting it to the payment processor 580. The payment processor 580 then

assumes all information is valid.

[0072] Next, the payment processor 580 may request 6 10 authorization for the

payment. The payment processor 580 may do so by submitting the credit card

information to the appropriate processing company 590 to authorize the payment.

The processing company 590 may respond that the payment is authorized or

declined. If the payment is declined, the payment processor 580 may jump

immediately to step 616.

[0073] The payment processor 580 then submits 6 12 transaction information to

the digital activation broker 114. The payment processor 580 may submit all the

information from the POT system 130 including the unique ID, UPC, or ISBN for the

product; POT location; POT transaction ID; login information; and application

information. In some embodiments, the payment processor 580 will send a POT

location and POT transaction ID corresponding to the POT system initiating the

transaction. In other embodiments, the payment processor 580 always sends the

same POT location representative of itself and creates its own POT transaction IDs.

[0074] The payment processor 580 then receives 614 a response from the digital

activation broker 114 in the format discussed above. The response may contain a

field indicating success, the POT location, the POT transaction ID, the provider



transaction ID, the authorization code, the fulfillnnent URL, the encrypted content

data, the failure type, the failure code, or the failure description.

[0075] The payment processor 580 returns 6 16 a response to the POT system

130. The response may contain information received from the digital activation

broker 114, information received from the processing company 590, information

generated by the payment processor 580, or some combination thereof. For

example, the response may indicate that the payment was declined or that the

authorization request failed. If the response is successful, the payment processor

580 may provide the authorization code and fulfillment URL to the register and direct

the register to print this information directly on the receipt.

[0076] The payment processor 580 may save 6 18 transaction information to a

transaction log. In some embodiments, the payment processor 580 may save all

messages sent and received. Alternatively, it may only save information that is not

redundant or only save a few important or key fields. This saved information can

then be used to reconcile sales with the digital activation broker 114 and the POT

systems 130.

[0077] The POT system 130 then provides 620 the digital product or fulfillment

information for the digital product to the customer 140. In some embodiments, the

POT system 130 need only hand the receipt to the customer 140, which lists the

authorization code and fulfillment URL for the digital product. The register may also

print instructions for accessing the digital content on the receipt. These instructions

may be received in the message from the payment processor 580 or may be

standard for all customers. In some embodiments, the paper or cardboard

containing the barcode that the customer used to check out may have instructions on

accessing the content. As before, the register or POT system 130 may then save

622 a copy of the transaction.

Voiding by the Digital Activation Broker

[0078] In some cases, a customer 140 may wish to return or void a purchase. In

some embodiments, the customer 140 voids the transaction by submitting a void

request directly to the fulfillment provider 160. The fulfillment provider 160 then must

provide a refund to the customer 140. It may do so by providing money directly to

the customer 140. Alternatively, the fulfillment provider 160 may send a message to

the digital activation broker 114 to request the POT system 130 to refund the

purchase.



[0079] FIG. 7 shows a method 700 by the digital activation broker 114 of voiding

purchases where the POT system 130 is requested to void the transaction by the

customer 140. The method is disclosed for a system 100 without a payment

processor 580, but one of skill in the art will recognize how to adapt it for a

system 600 with a payment processor 580 or how the payment processor 580 might

initiate a void if there are problems with the payment.

[0080] The digital activation broker 114 receives 702 a void request from the POT

system 130 based on the customer's 140 instruction. The POT system 130 provides

a product identifier such as the unique ID, UPC, or ISBN and a transaction ID. In

some embodiments, the POT system 130 may provide the POT location and the

POT transaction ID to identify the transaction. In other embodiments, the POT

system 130 may have stored the provider transaction ID or the date and time and

may submit that information to the digital activation broker 114. As previously

discussed, the POT system 130 may also submit login information and application

information as part of the void request. The digital activation broker 114 may be able

to accept differently formatted requests from different POT systems 130.

[0081] The digital activation broker 114 loads 704 the product and transaction

data based on the product identifier and transaction identifier received from the POT

system 130. The product data may be loaded from the master digital catalog 112 or

product data saved in memory. Alternatively or additionally, the product data and

transaction data may be loaded from the transaction history log. The product data

may include the unique ID, UPC, ISBN, content provider, content provider code, sale

end date, expiration date, activation URL, and/or fulfillment URL. The transaction

data may include the POT location, POT transaction ID, provider transaction ID,

and/or time and date. The load command may fail when, for example, the digital

activation broker 114 does not find product data or transaction data for the product

identifier or transaction identifier supplied by the POT system 130. If the load

command fails, the digital activation broker 114 may immediately jump to step 714.

[0082] If the data is loaded successfully, the digital activation broker 114 verifies

706 that the transaction should be performed. The digital activation broker 114 may

save a time limit for voiding transactions, or voiding may not be allowed for some

transactions. Alternatively, the transaction history log may reflect that the transaction

has already been voided or that the authorization failed. A particular POT system

130 may be flagged for suspicious activity and the digital activation broker 114 will



request human approval before processing the void request or will automatically

decline the void request. In some embodiments, the digital activation broker 114

may confirm the login information is correct at this step. In other embodiments, the

login information will be verified before the product data and transaction data are

loaded. If the verification fails, the digital activation broker immediately jumps to

step 714.

[0083] Next, the digital activation broker 114 uses the activation URL to submit

708 a request to void the transaction to the authorization code provider 150. In other

embodiments, the request to void the transaction is sent to the fulfillment

provider 160 using the fulfillment URL. The request may include a transaction

identifier and a product identifier. Some authorization code providers 150 may only

require that a transaction identifier be supplied. The transaction identifier may be the

provider transaction ID. The POT location, POT transaction identifier, and date and

time are also possible transaction identifiers. The product identifier may be a unique

ID, a UPC, an ISBN, or similar identifier. The request to void the transaction may

also include login information and application information. In some embodiments,

the digital activation broker 114 may submit differently formatted requests to different

authorization code providers 150, or it may determine whether a request should be

submitted to the authorization code provider 150 or fulfillment provider 160.

[0084] The authorization code provider 150 then processes 7 10 the request to

void the transaction. The authorization code provider 150 may confirm that the

transaction is eligible to be voided. Some digital products may no longer be eligible

for voiding once they have been accessed, downloaded, or printed. Others may

have limits on the number of times they can be accessed, downloaded, or printed

and still be voided. Some authorization code providers 150 may ask the fulfillment

provider 160 whether the content is eligible for voiding. Some fulfillment providers

160 may automatically notify the authorization code provider 150 when the

transaction is no longer eligible to be voided. In some embodiments, the customer

140 must surrender the digital product to the fulfillment provider 160 before

attempting to void the transaction at the POT system 130. Alternatively, there may

be a date or void deadline after which the transaction can no longer be voided. The

authorization code provider 150 may determine whether the void deadline has

passed without contacting the fulfillment provider 160. The void request may also

fail for other reasons: the authorization code provider 150 may not find the



transaction or product to have been based on the transaction identifier or product

identifier submitted; the login information may have been incorrect; or the

authorization transaction may not have been completed successfully.

[0085] If the authorization code provider 150 determines that a void should be

allowed, it then voids the transaction. The authorization code provider 150 may do

so by notifying the fulfillment provider 160 to no longer allow access to the digital

product. In other embodiments, the fulfillment provider 160 may stop allowing

access as soon as the authorization code provider 150 asks whether a void is

allowed. In those embodiments, the authorization code provider 150 may notify the

fulfillment provider 160 if the void was unsuccessful, or it may ask the fulfillment

provider 160 if the digital product is eligible to be voided as the last step before

voiding the transaction. The authorization code may be deleted or placed on a bad

key list. If the authorization code provider 150 purchases blocks of authorization

codes, it may wish to reuse the authorization code.

[0086] The digital activation broker 114 then receives 7 12 a response from the

authorization code provider 150. The response may contain different fields if the

request was successful versus if it failed. In some embodiments, all responses may

have the same fields with one of the fields indicating whether the request was

successful. The response may be an object with variables for each possible field of

the response. The objects or fields in the response may be the same as the

response to the authorization request, and the unused fields may be unpopulated.

The responses may have fields identifying the transaction, such as the provider

transaction ID, the POT transaction ID, the POT location, the unique ID, and/or

another product identifier. Some authorization code providers may return a new

provider transaction ID for the void request.

[0087] The response may also include a field indicating whether the digital

product has been downloaded and a field with the date that the digital product was

downloaded. Alternatively, the response may include one or more fields indicating

whether the digital product was accessed, was downloaded, was printed, or failed a

void eligibility criteria, and the date that event occurred. Additionally, the response

may include a field indicating whether the digital product has already been voided

and a field for the date the digital product was voided. The response may also

contain the failure type, the failure code, and a written description of the failure. In

some embodiments, the failure code and failure description may indicate whether the



void request failed the eligibility criteria and the date that the transaction no longer

met the eligibility criteria. The failure type, failure code, and failure description may

be included in addition to or instead of the fields indicating whether the digital

product is no longer eligible for voiding or has already been voided.

[0088] The digital activation broker 114 then returns 714 an appropriate response

to the POT system 130. This response will also indicate whether the transaction was

successful. In some cases, the response will indicate a failure because of a problem

detected by the digital activation broker 114. In other cases, a failure will be

indicated based on the response received from the authorization code provider 150.

The digital activation broker 114 may return the response in a format preferred by

the POT system 130. The POT system 130 may have different message formats for

responses indicating success and responses indicating failure, or it may use the

same format for either type of response and leave unused fields empty. If a single

format is used, the response may include a field indicating whether the void request

was successful. The POT system 130 may use the same response format for

authorization code requests and void requests with the unused fields left

unpopulated.

[0089] The response may have fields with transaction identifying information

including the POT location, the POT transaction ID, the unique ID, and/or other

identifiers used by the POT system 130 to identify the product. In some

embodiments, the original and/or new provider transaction ID may be returned to the

POT system 130. If, for any reason, the transaction was not successful, the digital

activation broker 114 may return failure information. The failure information may

include a failure type, a failure code, and a failure description. The failure code may

be any of the codes received by the digital activation broker 114 from the

authorization code provider 150. In some embodiments, the failure code may

indicate whether the digital activation broker 114 or the authorization code provider

150 rejected the transaction. In other embodiments, the digital activation broker 114

may hide the authorization code provider 150 from the POT system 130 and use the

digital activation broker's 114 own set of failure codes. For some POT systems 130,

a failure response may include standard instructions on additional actions the

customer 140 may take if the customer 140 believes a void should be allowed.

These instructions may be determined based on the failure code, content provider

120, and/or product in question. The instructions may be part of the failure



description. For other POT systems 130, the response may include an instruction

code that the POT system 130 can use to look up standard instructions, or that the

POT system 130 have standard instructions for each failure code.

[0090] The digital activation broker 114 may then save 7 16 the messages or their

fields to the transaction history log. The saved information may include the date and

time; transaction identifying information such as POT location, POT transaction ID,

new or old provider transaction ID, and unique ID; whether the content is no longer

eligible for voiding and the date it became ineligible; whether the content was already

voided and the date it was voided; and the failure type, failure code, and failure

description. If different failure codes were used by the digital activation broker 114

and authorization code provider 150, the transaction history may save one or both

codes. In some embodiments, the transaction history log may also save a reference,

a pointer, or other identifier indicating the location in the transaction history log of the

entry for the authorization request. Information already contained in the

authorization request log entry may be omitted from the void request log entry as

redundant. Including voids in the transaction history helps with reconciling sales with

POT systems 130, content providers 120, and authorization code providers 150.

[0091] The POT system 130 then notifies 7 18 the customer 140 of the result of

the void request. If the void request failed, the POT system 130 may inform the

customer 140 of why it failed and assist the customer 140 with taking additional

action if the customer 140 believes a void should be allowed. In some embodiments,

the results of the void request, including the reason for any failure, are printed

directly onto a receipt. If the void failed, the receipt may also contain instructions on

additional actions the customer 140 may take if the customer 140 believes a void

should be allowed.

[0092] The POT system 130 may also save 720 the transaction information into

its own transaction history log. In addition to the information saved by the digital

activation broker 114, the POT system 130 may wish to save customer information

such as name, contact information, and payment or credit card information. The

transaction history log may also save a reference, a pointer, or other identifier

indicating the location in the transaction history log of the entry for the authorization

request. Information already contained in the authorization request log entry may be

omitted from the void request log entry as redundant.



[0093] It will be apparent to one of skill in the art how to add a payment

processor 580 to the above method of voiding a transaction. The bar code for the

digital product could be rescanned at the register, and the credit card could be

swiped again at the credit card terminal. The payment processor 580 would submit

a void request to the digital activation hub 110, as it did with the authorization

request of method 600, but use the input parameters required for a void request.

The payment processor 580 would then be able to submit a request to reverse

payment directly to the processing company 590 once the digital activation broker

114 informed it that the void was successful. The payment processor 580 could also

facilitate printing the results of the void request and instructions on additional

potential customer actions directly onto the receipt through communication with the

register or credit card terminal. The payment processor 580 could also include on

the receipt the results of the reverse payment request to the processing company

590.

Authorization Code Lookup by Digital Activation Broker

[0094] Customers 140 may sometimes lose their authorization code, or an

authorization code generated by the authorization code provider 150 may fail to

reach the customer 140. For example, a response message may come back

garbled or incomplete, or otherwise have an authorization code that is unreadable.

The customer 140, the POT system 130, or the digital activation broker 114 may

then wish to perform an authorization code lookup. In some embodiments, the

lookup request may be performed automatically when there is a problem with a

response message. An authorization code lookup may also be used to confirm that

an authorization code is valid and active before performing a void request or to

confirm that a void was successful. In some embodiments, the digital activation

broker 114 or authorization code provider 150 may not verify that a void request is

valid and may instead require that any void requests be preceded by a lookup

request.

[0095] FIG. 8 shows a method 800 by the digital activation broker 114 of handling

an authorization code lookup request. The method 800 is disclosed for a system

100 without a payment processor 580, but one of skill in the art will recognize how to

adapt it for a system 600 with a payment processor 580. The digital activation

broker 114 receives 802 an authorization code lookup request from the POT system

130. In some embodiments, if the request is initiated by a customer 140, the



customer 140 may be required to show one or more ID documents, such as a

driver's license, and have information from those documents recorded.

[0096] The POT system 130 provides a product identifier, such as the unique ID,

UPC, or ISBN, and a transaction ID to the digital activation broker 114. In some

embodiments, the POT system 130 may provide the POT location and the POT

transaction ID to identify the transaction. In other embodiments, the POT system

130 may have stored the provider transaction ID or the date and time and may

submit that information to the digital activation broker 114. As discussed previously,

the POT system 130 may also submit login information and application information

as part of the lookup request. The digital activation broker 114 may be able to

accept differently formatted requests from different POT systems 130.

[0097] The digital activation broker 114 loads 804 the product and transaction

data based on the product identifier and transaction identifier received from the POT

system 130. The product data may be loaded from the master digital catalog 112 or

product data saved in memory. Alternatively or additionally, the product data and

transaction data may be loaded from the transaction history log. The product data

may include the unique ID, UPC, ISBN, content provider, content provider code, sale

end date, expiration date, authorization code, activation URL, and/or fulfillment URL.

The transaction data may include the POT location, POT transaction ID, provider

transaction ID, and/or time and date. The load command may fail when, for

example, the digital activation broker 114 does not find product data or transaction

data for the product identifier or the transaction identifier supplied by the POT system

130. If the load command fails, the digital activation broker 114 may immediately

jump to step 814.

[0098] If the data is loaded successfully, the digital activation broker verifies 806

that the transaction should be performed. The digital activation broker 114 may save

a time limit for authorization code lookups, or lookup requests may not be allowed for

some transactions. Alternatively, the transaction history log may reflect that the

transaction has been voided or that the authorization has failed. A particular POT

system 130 may be flagged for suspicious activity, and the digital activation broker

114 will request human approval before processing the lookup request or will

automatically decline the lookup request. In some embodiments, the digital

activation broker 114 may confirm the login information is correct at this step. In

other embodiments, the login information will be verified before the product data and



transaction data are loaded. If the verification fails, the digital activation broker

immediately jumps to step 814. In some embodiments, the digital activation

broker 114 has saved the authorization code and can immediately jump to step 814

if it has verified that it may return the authorization code. In those embodiments

where the digital activation broker 114 does not save the authorization code or has

not saved the authorization code because it does not have permission, the digital

activation broker 114 proceeds to step 808.

[0099] Next, the digital activation broker 114 uses the activation URL to submit

808 a lookup request to the authorization code provider 150. The request may

include a transaction identifier and a product identifier. Some authorization code

providers 150 may only require that a transaction identifier be supplied. The

transaction identifier may be the provider transaction ID. The POT location, POT

transaction identifier, and date and time are also possible transaction identifiers. The

product identifier may be a unique ID, UPC, ISBN, or similar identifier. The lookup

request may also include login information and application information. In some

embodiments, the digital activation broker 114 may submit differently formatted

requests to different authorization code providers 150.

[0100] The authorization code provider 150 then processes 810 the lookup

request. The authorization code provider 150 may confirm that the authorization

code may be looked up. Some digital products may require the authorization code to

be used only once to access the product. Any subsequent lookups may be

considered fraudulent. Alternatively, some authorization code providers 150 may

refuse to allow automatic authorization code lookups once the digital product has

been accessed, downloaded, or printed a certain number of times. Some

authorization code providers 150 may ask the fulfillment provider 160 whether the

content is eligible for a lookup request. Some fulfillment providers 160 may

automatically notify the authorization code provider 150 when the digital product is

no longer eligible for a lookup request. Alternatively, there may be a date or lookup

deadline after which the authorization code can no longer be looked up. The

authorization code provider 150 may determine whether the lookup deadline has

passed without contacting the fulfillment provider 160. The lookup request may also

fail for other reasons: the authorization code provider 150 may not find the

transaction or product to have been based on the transaction identifier or product

identifier submitted; the login information may have been incorrect; the authorization



transaction may not have been completed successfully; or the transaction may have

been voided.

[0101] If the authorization code provider 150 determines that a lookup should be

allowed, it determines the authorization code by looking it up, regenerating the

authorization code, or generating a new authorization code. If a new authorization

code is generated, the old authorization code may be placed on a bad key list. The

authorization code provider 150 may also notify the fulfillment provider 160 that a

new key has been generated. In other embodiments, the fulfillment provider 160

may stop allowing access with the old authorization code as soon as the

authorization code provider 150 asks whether a lookup request is allowed. In those

embodiments, the authorization code provider 150 may notify the fulfillment provider

160 if the lookup or key generation was unsuccessful, or it may ask the fulfillment

provider 160 if the digital product is eligible to be looked up as the last step after

generating a new key and before returning the new key.

[0102] The digital activation broker 114 then receives 8 12 a response from the

authorization code provider 150. The response may contain different fields if the

request was successful versus if it failed. In some embodiments, all responses may

have the same fields with one of the fields indicating whether the request was

successful. The response may be an object with variables for each possible field of

the response. The objects or fields in the response may be the same as the

response to the authorization and void requests, and the unused fields may be

unpopulated. The responses may have fields identifying the transaction, such as the

provider transaction ID, the POT transaction ID, the POT location, the unique ID,

and/or another product identifier. Some authorization code providers may return a

new provider transaction ID for the lookup request.

[0103] The response may also include a field indicating whether the digital

product has been downloaded and a field with the date that the digital product was

downloaded. Alternatively, the response may include one or more fields indicating

whether the digital product was accessed, was downloaded, was printed, failed a

void eligibility criteria, or failed another lookup eligibility criteria, and the date that

event occurred. Additionally, the response may include a field indicating whether the

digital product has been voided and a field for the date the digital product was

voided. The response may also contain the failure type, the failure code, and a

written description of the failure. In some embodiments, the failure code and failure



description may indicate whether the lookup request failed the eligibility criteria and

the date that the transaction no longer met the eligibility criteria. The failure type,

failure code, and failure description may be included in addition to or instead of the

fields indicating whether the digital product is no longer eligible for lookup or has

been voided.

[0104] The digital activation broker 114 then returns 814 an appropriate response

to the POT system 130. This response will also indicate whether the transaction was

successful. In some cases, the response will indicate a failure because of a problem

detected by the digital activation broker 114. In other cases, a failure will be

indicated based on the response received from the authorization code provider 150.

The digital activation broker 114 may return the response in a format preferred by

the POT system 130. The POT system 130 may have different message formats for

responses indicating success and responses indicating failure, or it may use the

same format for either type of response and leave unused fields empty. If a single

format is used, the response may include a field indicating whether the lookup

request was successful. The POT system 130 may use the same response format

for authorization code requests, void requests, and lookup requests with the unused

fields left unpopulated.

[0105] The response may have fields with transaction identifying information

including the POT location, the POT transaction ID, the unique ID, and/or other

identifiers used by the POT system 130 to identify the product. In some

embodiments, the original and/or new provider transaction ID may be returned to the

POT system 130. For successful transactions, the response may include the

authorization code, the fulfillment URL, and/or the encrypted content data. In some

embodiments, the encrypted content data does not need to be resent, because it is

sent to the POT system 130 by the master digital catalog 112, or it is assumed that

the customer already has the encrypted content data. In those embodiments, the

success response may contain only the authorization code or fulfillment URL. For

some POT systems 130, the response may again include standard instructions on

acquiring the digital product, which may be determined based on the content

provider 120 or product in question. For other POT systems 130, the response may

include an instruction code that the POT system 130 can use to lookup standard

instructions.



[0106] If, for any reason, the lookup request was not successful, the digital

activation broker 114 may return failure information. The failure information may

include a failure type, a failure code, and a failure description. The failure codes may

be any of the codes received by the digital activation broker 114 from the

authorization code provider 150. In some embodiments, the failure codes may

indicate whether the digital activation broker 114 or the authorization code provider

150 rejected the transaction. In other embodiments, the digital activation broker 114

may hide the authorization code provider 150 from the POT system 130 and use the

digital activation broker's 114 own set of failure codes. For some POT systems 130,

a failure response may include standard instructions on additional actions the

customer may take if the customer 140 believes a lookup request should be allowed.

These instructions may be determined based on the failure code, content provider

120, and/or product in question. The instructions may be part of the failure

description. For other POT systems 130, the response may include an instruction

code that the POT system 130 can use to look up standard instructions, or that the

POT system 130 have standard instructions for each failure code.

[0107] The digital activation broker 114 may then save 8 16 the messages or their

fields to the transaction history log. The saved information may include the date and

time; transaction identifying information such as POT location, POT transaction ID,

new or old provider transaction ID, and unique ID; whether the content is no longer

eligible for voiding and the date it became ineligible; whether the content is no longer

eligible for lookup requests and the date it became ineligible; whether the content

was voided and the date it was voided; and the failure type, failure code, and failure

description. If different failure codes were used by the digital activation broker 114

and authorization code provider 150, the transaction history may save one or both

codes. In some embodiments, the transaction history log may also save a reference,

a pointer, or other identifier indicating the location in the transaction history log of the

entry for the authorization request and any void requests. Information already

contained in the authorization request log entry or any void request log entries may

be omitted from the lookup request log entry as redundant. The digital activation

broker 114 may monitor lookup requests in the transaction history log to detect

suspicious or unusual behavior.

[0108] The POT system 130 then notifies 8 18 the customer 140 of the result of

the lookup request. The POT system 130 provides the customer with the fulfillment



information necessary to receive the digital product if the request was successful.

This may be the encrypted content data, the activation code, and/or the fulfillment

URL. The POT system 130 may perform this step in any of the ways used in step

4 18, such as printing the authorization code and fulfillment URL on a receipt. If the

lookup request failed, the POT system 130 may inform the customer 140 of why it

failed and assist the customer 140 with taking additional action if the customer 140

believes a lookup request should be allowed. In some embodiments, the results of

the lookup request, including the reason for any failure, are printed directly onto a

receipt. If the lookup request failed, the receipt may also contain instructions on

additional actions the customer 140 may take if the customer 140 believes a lookup

request should be allowed.

[0109] The POT system 130 may also save 820 the transaction information into

its own transaction history log. In addition to the information saved by the digital

activation broker 114, the POT system 130 may wish to save customer information

such as name, contact information, ID document information, and payment or credit

card information. The transaction history log may also save a reference, a pointer,

or other identifier indicating the location in the transaction history log of the entry for

the authorization request and the entries for any void requests. Information already

contained in the authorization request log entry or any void request log entries may

be omitted from the lookup request log entry as redundant.

[01 10] The customer 140 may then receive 822 and consume the digital product

in any of the manners disclosed in step 422. A person of skill in the art will recognize

many other ways of providing authorization codes to customers who have lost them.

The lost authorization code could be provided to the customer 140 by the fulfillment

provider 160 once the customer 140 has provided sufficient evidence of his or her

right to access the digital product. Alternatively, the customer 140 may have

registered with the fulfillment provider 160 such that it could mail or email the

authorization code directly to the customer. In these embodiments, the fulfillment

provider 160 may have saved the authorization code or may request the

authorization code from the authorization code provider 150.

[01 11] Those skilled in the art will recognize how to include a payment

processor 580 in the lookup request method. The bar code for the digital product

could be rescanned at the register and the credit card could be swiped again at the

credit card terminal. Alternatively, a sales clerk could input information from the ID



documents into the register. An authorization code provider 150 may require that the

customer pay a lost authorization code fee to recover the authorization code. The

payment processor 580 would then be able to request authorization for payment of

the lost key fee from a processing company 590 before submitting the lookup

request to the digital activation hub 110 . The payment processor 580 would then

submit a lookup request to the digital activation hub 110, as it did with the

authorization request of method 600, but use the input parameters required for a

lookup request. The payment processor 580 could also facilitate printing the results

of the lookup request, including authorization code and fulfillment URL for successful

transactions, and instructions on additional potential customer actions, directly onto

the receipt through communication with the register or credit card terminal. The

payment processor 580 could also include on the receipt the results of any request

for payment authorization to a processing company 590 as well.

[01 12] It will be obvious to those having skill in the art that many changes may be

made to the details of the above-described embodiments without departing from the

underlying principles of the invention. The scope of the present invention should,

therefore, be determined only by the following claims.



A method for distributing digital media content subject to a plurality of digital

rights management schemes from content providers to point-of-transaction

(POT) systems regardless of which particular digital rights management

scheme is being imposed on a specific digital product comprising:

receiving from a POT system an order for a digital product at a digital

activation broker on a computer system;

loading product data for the digital product into the digital activation

broker, wherein the product data comprises an indication of an activation

location and an indication of a fulfillment location;

requesting an authorization credential from the activation location via a

computer network; and

returning the authorization credential and the indication of the

fulfillment location via the computer network in response to the order.

The method of claim 1, further comprising initial steps of:

loading product data for a plurality of digital products into a Master

Digital Catalog; and

assigning a unique ID to each digital product.

The method of claim 2, further comprising:

determining that a portion of the product data should be distributed;

selecting a plurality of POT systems to receive the portion of the

product data; and

distributing the portion of the product data to the selected POT

systems.

The method of claim 1, further comprising saving transaction data from the

order to a transaction history log.

The method of claim 4, wherein the transaction data comprises at least one of

the authorization credential, the indication of the activation location, and the

indication of the fulfillment location.

The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving from the POT system a void request at the digital activation

broker corresponding to the order;

submitting a request to void the order to the activation location; and



returning a response to the void request, wherein the response

comprises an indication of whether the order was successfully voided.

7 . The method of claim 6, wherein the void request is unsuccessful and the

response further comprises a failure code.

8 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving from the POT system a lookup request at the digital activation

broker corresponding to the order;

requesting the authorization credential from the activation location; and

returning a response to the lookup request, wherein the response

comprises an indication of whether the lookup request was successful.

9 . The method of claim 8, wherein the lookup request is successful and the

response further comprises the authorization credential.

10 . The method of claim 8, wherein the lookup request is unsuccessful and the

response further comprises a failure code.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the POT system delivers the authorization

credential and the indication of the fulfillment location to the customer.

12 . The method of claim 11, wherein the POT system prints the authorization

credential and the indication of the fulfillment location on a receipt.

13 . The method of claim 1, wherein the order is received from the POT system via

a payment processor, and wherein the payment processor requests payment

authorization from a processing company.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the payment processor prints the

authorization credential and the indication of the fulfillment location on a

receipt.

15 . A computer system to enable distribution of digital media content subject to a

plurality of digital rights management schemes from content providers to

point-of-transaction (POT) systems regardless of which particular digital rights

management scheme is being imposed on a specific digital product, the

system comprising:

a processor; and

a memory in electrical communication with the processor, the memory

comprising:

an operating system; and

a digital activation broker to perform the method of:



receiving from a POT system an order for a digital

product at the digital activation broker;

loading product data for the digital product into the digital

activation broker, wherein the product data comprises an

indication of an activation location and an indication of a

fulfillment location;

requesting an authorization credential from the activation

location via a computer network; and

returning the authorization credential and the indication of

the fulfillment location via the computer network in response to

the order.

16 . The computer system of claim 15, wherein the memory further comprises a

Master Digital Catalog to perform the method of:

loading product data for a plurality of digital products into the Master

Digital Catalog; and

assigning a unique ID to each digital product.

17 . The computer system of claim 16, wherein the method performed by the

Master Digital Catalog further comprises:

determining that a portion of the product data should be distributed;

selecting a plurality of POT systems to receive the portion of the

product data; and

distributing the portion of the product data to the selected POT

systems.

18 . The computer system of claim 15, wherein the method performed by the

digital activation broker further comprises saving transaction data from the

order to a transaction history log.

19 . The computer system of claim 18, wherein the transaction data comprises at

least one of the authorization credential, the indication of the activation

location, and the indication of the fulfillment location.

20. The computer system of claim 15, wherein the method performed by the

digital activation broker further comprises:

receiving from the POT system a void request at the digital activation

broker corresponding to the order;

submitting a request to void the order to the activation location; and



returning a response to the void request, wherein the response

comprises an indication of whether the order was successfully voided.

2 1 . The computer system of claim 20, wherein the void request is unsuccessful

and the response further comprises a failure code.

22. The computer system of claim 15, wherein the method performed by the

digital activation broker further comprises:

receiving from the POT system a lookup request at the digital activation

broker corresponding to the order;

requesting the authorization credential from the activation location; and

returning a response to the lookup request, wherein the response

comprises an indication of whether the lookup request was successful.

23. The computer system of claim 22, wherein the lookup request is successful

and the response further comprises the authorization credential.

24. The computer system of claim 22, wherein the lookup request is unsuccessful

and the response further comprises a failure code.

25. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium having stored thereon

computer-readable instruction code for a computer system to perform a

method of distributing digital media content subject to a plurality of digital

rights management schemes from content providers to point-of-transaction

(POT) systems regardless of which particular digital rights management

scheme is being imposed on a specific digital product, the method comprising:

receiving from a POT system an order for a digital product at a digital

activation broker on a computer system;

loading product data for the digital product into the digital activation

broker, wherein the product data comprises an indication of an activation

location and an indication of a fulfillment location;

requesting an authorization credential from the activation location via a

computer network;

returning the authorization credential and the indication of the

fulfillment location via the computer network in response to the order; and

saving transaction data from the order to a transaction history log.
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